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Detection of selection signatures for agonistic behaviour in cattle
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Summary
The identification of genomic regions including signatures of selection produced

by domestication and its subsequent artificial selection processes allows the

understanding of the evolution of bovine breeds. Although several studies

describe the genomic variability among meat or milk production cattle breeds,

there are limited studies orientated towards bovine behavioural features. This

study is focused on mapping genomic signatures of selection which may pro-

vide insights of differentiation between neutral and selected polymorphisms.

Their effects are studied in the Lidia cattle traditionally selected for agonistic

behaviour compared with Spanish breeds showing tamed behaviour. Two differ-

ent approaches, BayeScan and SelEstim, were applied using genotypic 50K

SNP BeadChip data. Both procedures detected two genomic regions bearing

genes previously related to behavioural traits. The frequencies of the selected

allele in these two regions in Lidia breed were opposite to those found in the

tamed breeds. In these genomic regions, several putative genes associated with

enriched metabolic pathways related to the behavioural development were identi-

fied, as neurochondrin gene (NCDN) or glutamate ionotropic receptor kainate

type subunit 3 (GRIK3) both located at BTA3 or leucine-rich repeat and Ig

domain containing 2 (LINGO2) and phospholipase A2-activating protein

(PLAA) at BTA8.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Since their domestication (~10,000 years ago), cattle popu-
lations have been subjected to natural and artificial selec-
tion processes (Ajmone-Marsan, Garcia, & Lenstra, 2010).
Currently, most domesticated bovine breeds are specialized
in milk and meat traits, and on a smaller scale in other eco-
nomic traits of interest, such as leather or draft among
others (Felius et al., 2014).

An early prerequisite of the domestication process in all
the farm animals was probably to reduce their fear to
humans (Belyaev, Plyusnina, & Trut, 1985). Thus, as a
consequence of domestication, humans have modified the
wild nature and social behaviour of bovines.

Different studies have analysed genomic changes pro-
duced by the long-term selection in most commercial
bovine breeds (Pritchard, Pickrell, & Coop, 2010; Rand-
hawa, 2016). As a consequence, several strong genomic
signatures or hard sweeps belonging to traditional selected
morphological traits (muscular hypertrophy, coat colour,
presence/absence horns) have been reported (Druet, P�erez-
Pardal, Charlier, & Gautier, 2013; Gonz�alez-Rodr�ıguez
et al., 2017). But so far, studies of selection signatures
focused on behavioural features are limited. The Lidia
bovine breed has been selected for centuries for its agonis-
tic–aggressive behaviour by means of a series of traits reg-
istered by the breeders on a categorical scale that classifies
their aggression and fighting capacity (Silva, Gonzalo, &
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Ca~n�on, 2006). Furthermore, these traits have evidenced sig-
nificant heritability values, which make them suitable to
genetic selection (Men�endez-Buxadera, Cort�es, & Ca~non,
2017; Silva et al., 2006). Unlike other bovine breeds in
which aggression is an undesirable trait, it is likely that the
aggressiveness selection process in the Lidia bovine breed
has left detectable genomic signatures (Akey, Zhang,
Zhang, Jin, & Shriver, 2002).

The detection of selective sweeps in quantitative traits
still presents some limitations because many of the charac-
ters of interest, such as behavioural traits, are polygenic. In
this case, the response to selection would be generated by
modest allele frequency shifts at many loci, detection of
which can be difficult to accomplish (Pritchard et al.,
2010).

The imputation of genotypes using high-density geno-
typing platforms has favoured the identification of genomic
selection signatures using demographic models, selections
models or a combination of both (Ma et al., 2015). Under
selection pressure, a new genetic variant at the genomic
level may show one or more of the following features:
extreme allele frequencies, excess of homozygotes, high
frequency of long haplotypes and/or a higher genetic differ-
entiation among populations (Qanbari & Simianer, 2014;
Randhawa, 2016).

Several selection signature detection methods are based
on allele frequencies differences among populations that
may simply be identified in the extreme tails of the FST

estimates distribution. Theoretically, loci under selection
pressure or balancing selection are expected to evidence
high and low levels of differentiation among populations,
respectively. Foll (2012) extended this approach and
directly estimated the probability that each locus is subject
to selection using a Bayesian method that evidenced their
robustness under different demographic scenarios. How-
ever, one criticism of this kind of methodologies is that
they do not quantify the intensity of selection. Recently
Vitalis, Gautie, Dawson, and Beaumont (2013) developed a
Bayesian method which allows distinguishing between
selected and nearly neutral polymorphisms and estimated
the intensity of selection under a genetic model that
assumes the subdivision of a population into subpopula-
tions that may exchange migrants.

In this study, information provided by a panel of SNPs
was used to analyse three groups of the Lidia bovine breed
traditionally selected for agonistic-related traits, and two
non-specialized tamed Spanish breeds (Asturiana de los
Valles and Morenas Gallegas) as a reference to locate
genomic regions associated with agonistic traits. A mar-
ginal second objective was to identify putative candidate
genes mapping within these genomic regions in order to
understand the evolutionary mechanisms of the Lidia breed.

2 | MATERIAL

A total of 213 (48 from Mexico and 165 from Spain) Lidia
bovine breed individuals were genotyped using the Bovine
50K SNP BeadChip (http://www.illumina.com). According
to Silva et al. (2006) who evidenced differences among the
three main behaviour characteristics that are traditionally
scored in the Lidia breed (aggressiveness, ferocity and
mobility), 100 samples belonging to those Spanish lineages
with higher agonist behaviour (SPA+) and 65 with the
lower ones (SPA�) were selected to be genotyped. Those
lineages with the higher and lower behaviour scores also
evidenced the higher genetic differentiation among the
Lidia breed lineages (Supplementary Table 1) (Eusebi et
al., 2017; Ca~n�on et al., 2008). In addition, animals from
Asturiana de los Valles and from Morenas Gallegas bovine
breeds were genotyped as reference group in which agonist
behaviour is not desirable: 60 unrelated (based on
genealogical information) Asturiana de los Valles breed
individuals (35 genotyped with the 50k BeadChip and 25
with the 777k BeadChip) and 30 individuals from the
Morenas Gallegas breed genotyped with the 50k BeadChip.

The SNPs in common between the 50K and 777K chips
were identified (Nicolazzi et al., 2015). Then, the data sets
of the five groups were combined using PLINK v. 1.07
(Purcell et al., 2007), and the following SNP edits were
applied including the removal of individuals with a call
rate <80%, non-autosomal SNPs and SNPs with minor
allele frequency <0.01. After edits, 38,577 SNPs on 303
individuals remained.

3 | METHODS

SelEstim procedure proposed by Vitalis et al. (2013) is a
hierarchical Bayesian method whose model is a diffusion
approximation for the distribution of allele frequency in a
population subdivided into a number of groups that
exchange migrants with a rate equal to m. This procedure
provides two parameters of differentiation between groups:
r is an average effect of selection and is a hyperparameter
that summarizes the strength of dispersion among groups at
each specific locus, and the Kullback–Leibler divergence
(KLD) which is a non-symmetric measure of difference
between two probability distributions calculating the dis-
tance of the posterior distribution of r of the centring dis-
tribution. The KLD parameter represents the neutral
demographic history of the groups, and KLD values are
strongly correlated with FST estimates. Also, an estimate of
the migration rate among the breeds is provided, this
parameter is scaled by the effective size (i.e., Mj = 4Njmj)
where Mj is the scaled migration parameter in the jth
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population, N is the number of diploid individuals and
receives immigrants for the whole population at a rate m.

A first computation is performed on the whole data set
to estimate the posterior distribution of the parameters,
obtaining a “pseudo-observed” data set; in order to provide
a criterion to discriminate between neutral and selected
markers, the calibration computation was then performed to
achieve the thresholds (0.95, 0.99, 0.995 and 0.9999) quan-
tiles of a “centring” KLD empirical distribution computed
from the pseudo-observed data set.

3.1 | Identification of genomic regions with
selection signatures

Assuming that behavioural traits are polygenic, low influ-
ence of many loci is expected. Hence, a slide window of
~10 MB that contains each of the SNP with KLD higher
than 99.99% was selected to identify genomic regions with
selection signatures. Furthermore, the previously defined
SNPs with KLD higher than 95% in the 10 Mb windows
were counted and used to define regions of genomic selec-
tion signatures. Gene annotation was performed by exploit-
ing the knowledge on UMD3.1 locations of genes from the
NCBI (ftp://ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/genomes/Bos_taurus/mapview/
seq_gene.md.gz), and as annotation of the bovine genome
is still incomplete, BioMart from Ensembl Archive release
90 (www.ensembl.org/biomart) was used to determine the
orthologous human gene ID for each gene detected.

BayeScan software (Foll, 2012) was also used to detect
signatures of selection, with the difference that this
methodology detects divergence selection from Bayesian
binomial frameworks identifying loci under selection when
they show FST coefficients that are significantly different to
that expected under neutrality.

With BayeScan, FST coefficients are split into a popula-
tion-specific component (b), common to all loci and a
locus-specific component (a) shared by all the populations
using a logistic regression. Allele frequencies are assumed
to follow a Dirichlet distribution. Selection is detected
when a is significantly different to zero; that is, the locus-
specific component is necessary to explain the observed
pattern of diversity. When a > 0 it is assumed that direc-
tional selection is acting on the locus under analysis, while
a < 0 suggests balancing or purifying selection (Foll,
2012).

3.2 | Identification of genomic regions with
selection signatures

The standard PLINK files were converted to BayeScan for-
mat with the PGDSpider v 2.0.7.3 software (Lischer &
Excoffier, 2012) and used the same parameters set with
SelEstim to perform the analyses. A first filter was applied

to the results, setting a significance threshold of 5% false
discovery rate (Randhawa et al., 2016), and then, selecting
the SNPs with alpha (a) values higher than 1, as it indi-
cates strong evidence of diversifying selection according to
Jeffrey’s interpretation (Foll, 2012).

4 | RESULTS

4.1 | SelEstim

A total number of 19,287 SNPs had KLD estimates over
the 50% quantile: 3,857 (90%), 1,918 (95%), 386 (99%),
194 (99.5%) and 5 (99.99%). The genomic regions of posi-
tive selection containing at least one SNP in the last per-
centile and the remaining in the 95% are described in
Table 1. The migration rates (Mj) ranged from 20.92 in the
Asturiana de los Valles breed to 2.52 in the Mexican Lidia
group (Table 2).

4.2 | BayeScan

A total of 249 outlier loci displayed strong signals of posi-
tive selection, a > 1 and q value 5% (Table S2). A q-value
of 5% means that it is expected that 5% of the outlier
markers (those with a q-value >5%) are false positives
(Foll, 2012) and therefore were discarded.

Positional coincidences with SelEstim and BayeScan
were identified in chromosomes 3 and 8 (Table 3, Fig-
ure S1). Furthermore, these selective sweeps with genomic
signals of positive selection were analysed more thoroughly
to identify candidate genes that could have been modified
by selection.

4.3 | Selection signature at BTA3

The pattern of the average values of selected alleles (jij)
shown in Figure 1 evidenced that most of the polymor-
phisms are positively selected in the bovine populations.
However, all the groups show an outlier allele at nucleotide

TABLE 1 Putative selective sweeps identified with SelEstim

Selective
sweeps Chr N SNP Mb Start Mb End

Higher
KLD

1 3 9 109.49 119.08 1.92

2 8 8 14.89 27.98 1.92

3 11 11 15.07 24.92 2.55

4 13 5 26.52 31.82 1.98

5 18 12 47.83 54.86 2.22

Chr, chromosome; N SNP, number of SNPs included in the genomic region
with KLD over 95% and at least one SNP over 99.99%; Mb, Mega base pairs,
and the higher value of the Kullback–Leibler Divergence (KLD) of the SNPs
included in the selective sweep.
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BTA3:110,766,510 with the highest KLD value (Table 1).
At this locus, the intensity of selection (r) estimated,
which allows for the identification of the strongest selection

coefficients, had the same selection direction in the Lidia
breed subpopulations and the opposite in the tamed More-
nas Gallegas bovine breed. This genomic region contains
several genes related to different pathways, such as the
serotonergic and dopaminergic signalling pathways, which
contribute to the process of differentiation in a selection
oriented for behavioural-related traits.

This SNP with the highest KDL value is located proxi-
mate to the Neurochondrin gene (NCDN) (BTA3:
110,784,499-110,793,283). This gene is highly expressed
in the central nervous system (Table S3) and works as a
negative regulator of the Ca2+/calmodulin-dependent pro-
tein kinase II (CaMKII), a key enzyme present in the early
stages of memory formation and involved also in the hip-
pocampal synaptic plasticity (Dateki et al., 2005). This
gene is highly associated with the serotonergic signalling
pathway in modulating the acquisition and consolidation of
memory.

The glutamate ionotropic receptor kainate type subunit
3 (GRIK3) gene is located close to the NCDN gene and
has been identified previously by Qanbari and Simianer
(2014) as candidate gene for signatures of selection in cat-
tle. The GRIK3 gene is highly expressed in the central ner-
vous system and is included in a QTL described in the
reward-related processes underlying learning and memory

TABLE 2 Estimate of the migration (Mj) parameters for the five
groups, mean values and standard deviations (Std. Dev.)

Groups Mean Std. Dev.

Asturiana de los Valles 20.92 0.24

Morenas Gallegas 9.14 0.09

Lidia Mexico 2.52 0.02

Lidia Spain(+) 12.81 0.13

Lidia Spain(�) 4.68 0.04

TABLE 3 Genomic concordance of the selective sweeps
identified with BayeScan and SelEstim approaches

Chr

SelEstim BayeScan

N SNPS
Mb
Start Mb End

Higher
KLD Mb

Higher
a

3 9 109.49 119.08 1.92 116.8 1.02

8 8 14.89 27.98 1.92 19.9 1.16

22.3 1.28

Chr, chromosome; N SNP, number of markers; Mb, mega base pairs.

FIGURE 1 Plot of the putative selective sweep localized in BTA3 between 106 and 119 Mb. The left boxplot is the mean selection
coefficient (r) per group and in right boxplot the mean values of the allele selected (jij) for each group, where RAV = Asturiana de los Valles,
MG = Morenas Gallegas, Mex = Lidia from Mexico, Spanish(�) = Spanish Lidia less aggressive group and Spanish(+) = Spanish Lidia more
aggressive group. [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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(Minelli, Scassellati, Bonvicin, Perez, & Gennarelli, 2009).
Furthermore, the disc large-associated protein 3 (DLGAP3)
gene located within the same region is also associated with
learning processes (K€ahne et al., 2016).

Besides, thyroid hormone receptor-associated protein 3
(THRAP3) and splicing factor proline- and glutamine-rich
(SFPQ) genes, also located within the frame of this geno-
mic region, are linked to the circadian cycle. Other genes
are associated with processes implicated in domestication-
related changes like sensory perception (GJB4, SAG and
TRPM8), brain development and neurobehavioural func-
tioning (POU3F1), muscle contraction (FHL3) and pigmen-
tation (NCDN) (Xing, Ling, Chen, & Gu, 2006)
(Table S3).

4.4 | Selection signature at BTA8

The pattern of the average values of the selected alleles
(jij) revealed opposite direction of selection intensity (r) in
the Lidia breed subpopulations compared with Asturiana de
los Valles and Morenas Gallegas tamed breeds (Figure 2).
Also it should be noted that the SNP with the strongest
intensity of selection is present in the Lidia with higher
agonist behaviour (SPA+) group. Several genes are located
in this genomic region; however, the leucine-rich repeat

and Ig domain containing 2 (LINGO2) and phospholipase
A2-activating protein (PLAA) genes are related with
extreme neurobehavioural phenotypes and psychiatric dis-
orders and probably with behaviour characteristics
(Table S3).

5 | DISCUSSION

In the present study, two Bayesian approaches that are able
to detect both recent and old selection events, BayeScan
and SelEstim, were applied to identify genomewide signa-
tures of selection in three bovine breeds traditionally
selected for opposite behaviour characteristics.

Additionally, SelEstim procedure also estimates inten-
sity and direction of the selection at each locus for each
population and the migration rate (Mi) reflecting the rela-
tive admixture of each group with respect to all the groups.
The relative genetic proximity of the Asturiana de los
Valles breed respect to the rest of cattle populations anal-
ysed (Table 2) is noteworthy. A similar result for the
Asturiana de los Valles breed was also obtained by
Gonz�alez-Rodr�ıguez et al. (2017) using seven Spanish
bovine beef breeds, suggesting that this breed has been
used as terminal sire line and crossbred individuals are

FIGURE 2 Plot of the putative selective sweep localized in BTA8 between the 13 and 24 Mb. The left boxplot is the mean selection
coefficient (r) per group and in right boxplot the mean values of the allele selected (jij) for each group, where AST = Asturiana de los Valles,
MG = Morenas Gallegas, Mex = Lidia from Mexico, Spanish(�) = Spanish Lidia less aggressive group and Spanish(+) = Spanish Lidia more
aggressive group. [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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introduced into the receptor populations. However, it is dif-
ficult to embrace this argument in our case taking into
account the presence of the Lidia breed, which is extremely
isolated and with low effective population sizes (Cort�es,
Sevane, Baro, & Ca~n�on, 2014).

A curious appreciation is the need to decrease the
threshold of KLD to 90% to identify genomic regions
under selection that are known to be under positive selec-
tion, such as the one bearing MSTN or myostatin gene
(Supplementary Table 4). This threshold identified 3,857
SNPs, so this large amount of polymorphisms may be
related to polygenic selection or adaptation processes
(Pritchard et al., 2010), involving several genes or poly-
morphisms with minor effects. However, when the most
restrictive threshold (99.99%) was applied, the number of
selected polymorphisms was reduced to only five
(Table 1).

The difficulty to detect selective sweeps with statistical
significance in polygenic traits, in which many loci shift
their frequency moderately (Pritchard et al., 2010), could
explain that only two genomic regions were shared with
both methodologies. Other reasons may be the limitations
of the 50K chip and the sample size of the analysis.

Furthermore, a high rate of false positives is expected
due to the divergence in allelic frequencies between breeds
(and groups within the Lidia breed and Morenas Gallegas)
as a consequence of the genetic drift and founder effects;
this is particularly important during the development of the
cattle breeds (Petersen et al., 2013). These factors can bias
the footprints left in the genome by selection and hamper
the identification of selective sweeps.

The results of the present study suggest that the meth-
ods employed are able to detect signals of selection gener-
ated by recent selection events within populations.
Furthermore, the absence of regions with strong signals of
selection may be hidden considering that (i) artificial selec-
tion processes do not always leave relevant signatures of
selection; (ii) the polygenic nature of the behavioural traits
(Pritchard et al., 2010) and (iii) the limitations of the
bovine genomic resources of the SNP BeadChip already
mentioned. However, both methodologies detected genomic
signatures of selection in BTA3 and BTA8 regions, where
genes whose higher expression is detected mainly in the
prefrontal cortex of the brain, where the reactions of vio-
lence and social aggression take place (Lotze, Veit, Anders,
& Birbaumer, 2007) (Table S3).

Besides, the candidate genes NCDN, GRIK3, DLGAP3,
THRAP3 and SFPQ located in the selective sweep at chro-
mosome 3 are involved in the serotonergic signalling path-
way involved with the development of personality and
behavioural traits (Minelli et al., 2009) and also in the
development of different aggressive behaviour manifesta-
tions, such as fear-induced aggression (Popova, Naumenko,

Plyusnina, & Kulikov, 2005), intermale aggression (Kuli-
kov, Osipova, Naumenko, & Popova, 2005), predatory
aggression (Nikulina & Popova, 1988) and maternal
aggression (da Veiga, Miczek, Lucion, & de
Almeida,2011). However, the candidate gene approach has
mainly been conducted using rats, albeit with limited suc-
cess. Studies involving putative behavioural genes such like
those involved on serotonergic, catecholaminergic and glu-
tamatergic pathways have failed to find variants of signifi-
cance, mainly because of a small number of study subjects
and a lack of functional assays (Spady & Ostrander, 2008).

In conclusion, the present study identifies two genomic
regions associated with agonistic-related traits in cattle. The
direction of selection of both regions differed between the
aggressive Lidia breed and the tamed Asturiana de los
Valles and Morenas Gallegas breeds that were used for
comparative purposes. These findings corroborate that
intensive targeted selection for different goal traits has left
detectable imprints in the genome.
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